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Optimization problems are connected with maximization of three functions, 
namely, geometric mean, arithmetic mean and harmonic mean of the eigenvalues 
of (X’CX)-lX’XY(Y’ZY)-lY’ZX, where Z is positive definite, X and Y are 
p x Y and p x s matrices of ranks Y and s ( >Y), respectively, and X’Y = 0. 
Some interpretations of these functions are given. It is shown that the maximum 
values of these functions are obtained at the same point given by X = (h, + l lh, , 
. . . . h, + 3,-,+d and Y = (hl - ah, ,... , h, - +D-r+l , E+~ ,..., ~4 where 
h i ,..., h, are the eigenvectors of Z corresponding to the eigenvalues hi > 
h,>***>h,>O,ej= +lor-lforj=1,2 ,..., randy,,, ,..., y,arelinear 
functions of h,+l ,..., h,-, . These results are extended to intermediate stationary 
values. They are utilized in obtaining the inequalities for canonical correlations 
e i ,..., 6, and they are given by expressions (3.8)-(3.10). Further, some new 
union-intersection test procedures for testing the spheric&y hypothesis are given 
through test statistics (3.11)-(3.13). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let x and y be two nonsingular random vector variables with I and s (s >, Y) 
elements, respectively. Suppose their second moments exist. Then, the covariance 
matrices V(x) and V(y) of x and y are positive definite (p.d.). We shall define a 
square root ,N2 of 2, a p.d. matrix, by Z = (Zr~a)(Zr/a)‘. A correlation matrix 
between x and y is defined by 
R = (V(X)}-~/~ Cov(x, y)[{V( y)}-‘12]‘. W) 
A measure of dependence or correlationship between x and y can be taken as a 
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proper function of the nonzero eigenvalues of RR’. We shall propose the 
following three measures, 
g = IRR’I, a = tr(RR’)/r, and h = r/tr{(RR’)-l). (1.2) 
We can observe that 0 < h < gr” < a < 1 and if the rank of Cov(x, y) is less 
than Y, then g = h = 0, while a may not be zero. Further, when Y  = 1, RR’ 
becomes the square of the multiple correlation between x and y, and a = g = h. 
For r > 1, 
g = fi Pi2, 
i=l 
a = il pi2/r, and h = y(‘& pi2, (1.3) 
where pi2 (i = 1, 2,..., Y) are the square of the canonical correlations between x 
and y. Note that gllr, a, and h are respectively the geometric, arithmetic, and 
harmonic means of the squares of the canonical correlations, while the measure 
for the likelihood ratio principle is v-l = jJIS, (1 - p:) = j I - RR’ I. 
Let us connect these measures to the idea of efficiency. Let y be the most 
efficient (or a maximum likelihood) estimate for the parameter 0 and x be any 
other estimate of 8. Then, the efficiency of the estimate x can be taken as any 
one of g, a, or h. For example, let the general linear model be 
y = xp+ u, (1.4) 
where E(u) = 0, V(u) = Z; a p.d. matrix, and X is a p x Y  matrix of rank Y. 
Then, the best efficient estimate of /3 is 
p = (x'z-lx)-lxz-ly, (1.5) 
while the usual least-squares estimate of fi is 
b = (X,X)-1x>. (1.6) 
Then, the correlation matrix between b and /3 is 
R = {(X’X)-1(x,Zx)(X’X)-1}-1/2{(X’E1X)-’/2}’, 
and this gives 
and 
g = Ix’x(2/1x%xI IX’E’XI, 
a = tr{(X’X)(X’ZX)-l(X’X)(X.Z-lX)-l]/Y 
h = r/tr{(X’X)-l(X’ZX)(X’X)-l(X’Z-lX)j. 
(l-7) 
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The criterion for efficiency as taken by Bloomfield and Watson (1975) or Knott 
(1975) is g but we can take a and h as the criteria for efficiency. They have 
established the minimum value of g over the variation of X, and it occurs at 
x = (h, + r,h, ,..., h, + E,&-,.+~), where h, ,..., h, are the eigenvectors of .Z 
with respect to the eigenvalues A1 2 h, 3 .*.>h,>Oand~~=+lor-lfor 
j = 1, 2 ,..., r. 
Let us consider a p-vector w and let us consider two linear functions x = X’w 
and y = Y’w where X and Y are respectively p x r and p x s matrices of 
ranks Y and s (>r). Suppose, V(w) = C is a p.d. matrix. Then, the three measures 
of (1.3) are given by 
and 
g = 1 X’ZY(Y’ZY)-1Y“zx l/I X%X I) (1.8) 
a = tr{(X’ZX-lXZY(YZY)-lY’Z~/r, W) 
h = r/tr{XZX[XZY( Y’ZY)-lY’Z!X]-l}. (1.10) 
When r = s = 1, Eaton (1976) has given the maximum values of g = a = h 
under the variations of X and Y such that X’Y = 0, and he established an 
inequality between the canonical correlation and the maximum value of g. 
In this paper, we try to maximize g, a, and h under the variations of X and Y 
subject to X’Y = 0, and they occur at the same value of X as mentioned at the 
end of the previous paragraph. These results are connected to canonical correla- 
tions and they are used to obtain union-intersection test procedures for testing 
the sphericity hypothesis. These sphericity test procedures are different from 
those established by Venables (1976). This may be due to the fact that he used 
the “likelihood ratio” measure n for optimization. For obtaining a relationship 
for the intermediate roots, the idea of Amir-Moez and Ali (1956) is used, which 
uses the infimum and the supremum over two different regions. These results 
are given in Sections 2 and 3. 
2. SOME THEO&MS ON OPTIMIZATION 
The matrices in this paper will be over the real space. The identity matrix 
will be denoted by I,, n x n being the order of the matrix, or simply by I if 
there is no confusion. The null matrix will be simply denoted by 0. A matrix B 
will be said to be positive definite (p.d.) (or positive semidefinite (p.s.d.) if B is 
symmetric and for every vector x, x’Bx > 0 (or > 0). We shall reserve Z for a 
p.d. matrix and its eigenvalues will be denoted by A1 > ha > ..* > X, > 0. 
D/a will be denoted as a square root of Z such that Z = (Zl/2)(Z1/2)‘. Let 
&(p, Y) be a class of p x Y matrices of rank r (<p) and &(p, I, s) a class of 
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p x r and p x s matrices X and Y of ranks r and s, respectively, such that 
X’Y = 0. The differential of a function f(X) is denoted by (df(X)) = 
~,,,(~f(X)/~xij)(dxij) = tr(af(X)/EX)‘(dX), where (8f(X)/aX,J = af(X)l 
Further, we may observe the following properties of the differentials: (d(AB)) = 
(dA)B + A(dB), (dln / A 1) = tr{A-l(dA)} and (dA-l) = -A-l(dA)A-l. 
LEMMA 1. Let A and B be two p.d. matrices and let b, > b, > .‘. > b, > 0 
be distinct eigenvalues of AB. Let f  (x) b e a uric ion of x such that (i) x”f(x) is a f t 
polynomial in x for some non-negative integer t and (ii) f  (b,) # f  (bj) for all i # j, 
i,j = 1, 2 ,..., q. Then, f  (AB) = f  (BA) implies that there exists an orthogonal 
matrix A such that A’AA and A’BA are diagonal matrices. 
Proof. Since A and B are p.d. matrices, we can find a nonsingular matrix C 
such that 
A = CC’, B = C’-l&C-l AB = CD,C-l, (2.1) 
where D, = diag(b& ,..., b,JDq). Then, from the given conditions, it is easy to 
see that 
(C’C)f(W =f(4) C’Cf(4) = & 3 (2.2) 
where D, = diag(6& ,..., 8,&J, 6, = f  (b,), and 6, # 8, # ... # 8, . From (2.2), 
it is easy to see that 
C’C = diag(C, , C’s ,..., C,), (2.3) 
where Cj (j = 1,2,..., 4) are p, x pJ p.d. matrices. Hence, it is easy to verify 
that C’CD, = D&C, i.e., CD&-I = c’-lD,c’ or AB = BA, which proves the 
required Lemma 1. 
Note 1. If condition (ii) of Lemma 1 is omitted, then the result of Lemma 1 
may not be true. For example, consider 
A = (; ;), B = (; ;), b, = 16, b, = 1, 
and 
f(x) = (169 - 2739 + 273x + 64) ($ - 9 + $ - z + &j). 
Heref(l) =f(16) =4OOOandAB # BA. 
LEMMA 2. Let h, > &. > ..‘3A,>O,~~=h~-~~_,+~>Oandv~=h~+ 
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A,-i, for i = 1, 2 ,...) s (2s < p). Then, f OY s = r + t and for positive integers 
1 < i1 < iz < **a < i, < s, 
and 
t+r 
t$+l vs21ui2 2 jil tvi,/%,>” t gl (V&i)“. 
Proof follows from 
* 
U*/Vj < %/Vi < ulclvk for k<i<j. 
LEMMA 3. Let A and B be p x p p.d. matrices and let X E &(p, I) with 
27 < p. Let q-3 2 v2 >, ... > tpD > 0 be the e&nvalues of AB-l. Then 
and 
Proof. Since A and B are p.d. matrices, we can fmd a nonsingular matrix C 
such that 
B = CC’ and A = CD&’ 
with D, = diag(cp, , 9)2 ,..., &. If Y = C’X{(X’BX’-1/2}‘, then 
Y’Y =I,, 1 X’AX I/l X’BX I = I Y’D,Y I = fi chi(Y’DqY) 
i=l 
and 
tr{(X’AX)(X’BX)-l} = tr(Y’D,Y) = i ch,(Y’D,Y) 
i=l 
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where ch,( .) 3 chs( .) 3 ... > ch,( .) are the eigenvalues of (.). The use of 
Poincare separation theorem (see, for example, Rao (1973, p. 64)), namely, 
vB-i+l < &(Y’DqY) < vi for i = I, 2,..., r 
gives the required Lemma 3. 
LEMMAS. LetX,YE.l(p,r,s)withr<s<p-r,undletCandEbe 
Y  x Y  andp x p p.d. matrices. If B(X, Y) = x’2Y(Y%Y)-lY%X and A(X) = 
x’.ZX - X’X(X’FX)-lX’X, then 
(9 supr I B(X, Y)I = I A(X 
(ii) supr tr(CB(X, Y)) = tr(CA(X)), 
(iii) supr[tr{C(B(X, Y))-I}]-1 = [tr{C(A(X))-r}]-1, 
and 
(iv) supr{j X’CX - B(X, Y)J}-l = / X’Z-lX I/l X’X 1s. 
Proof. Choose 2 E d(p, p - Y  - S) such that the columns of XI = .?F/sX, 
YI = (JW)‘Y, and 2, = (Z-r/“)2 span three mutually orthogonal subspaces 
whose linear sum is Rp. Then, 
I = xl(x;xl)-lx; + Yl(Y;Yl)-‘Y; + zl(z;zl)-lz; . 
Let X2 = (D2)‘X. Then, using (2.4), 
(2.4) 
B(X, Y) = X;Y,(Y;YJ1 Y;X, 
= x;x, - x;xl(x;xl)-’ xix, - x;zl(z;zl)-’ &X2 
= A(X) - P(X, Z), (2.5) 
where P(X, 2) = X’Z(Z’ElZ)-lZ’X. Note that A(X) is p.d. and P(X, Z) is 
p.s.d. Hence, it is easy to establish the following: 
I B(X VI = I A(X)- P(Z Z)l < I A(X 
tr(CB(X, Y)) = tr(CA(X)) - tr(CP(X, Z)) < tr(CA(X)), 
1 X;X, - B(X, Y)l = I(X’ZX - A(X)) - P(X, Z)l < I(X’ZX - A(X))J, 
and 
tr(C(B(X, Y))-‘} = tr(C(A(X) - P(X, Z))-l) > trF’(A(X))-‘1. 
These results establish the required Lemma 4. 
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THEOREM 1. Let X, YE .M(p, r, s) with r < s < p - I and let B(X, Y) = 
X%Y(Y’ZY)-lY’2X ad A(X) = X’ZX - X’X(X’Z-lX)-lX’X. Then, 
(9 sup I WC WI X’JX I 
X.YE"MY(P.r*s) 
= xE”;g r) 14X)I/I X’JX I 
” . 




= i (& + hp-i+l)2/(hi - x,-i+l)2 -l* 
1 i=l 1 
Proof. The first part of Theorem l(i) (or Theorem l(ii) or l(iii)) follows 
immediately from Lemma 4(i) (or Lemma 4(ii) or 4(iii)). We have to prove only 
the second part. For (i), we have 
g(X) = I4x)l/l x’mc I 
and using the results before Lemma 1, the differential of In g(X) can be written 
as 
(d lng(X)) = 2 tr[(A(X))-l{xlZ - X’X(XZ-lX)-lX’}(dX) 
- (X%-1X)-l X’X(A(X))-l{xl - X’X(x’Z-1X)-’ X’Pl}(dX) 
- (x’zIX)-1 XZ(dX)], 
and 
(d In g(X)) = tr ( a ‘“,cx) )’ (dX). 
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Hence, for the stationary values of g(X), we must have 
[(Ax))-1 - (x,ZX)-11 x’z + (x’z-lx--lrx(A(x)-lxx(Fz-lx)-l.Yf,F~ 
= [(A(x))-lx,x(x’z-lx)-~ + (xz-lx)-lxlx(A(x,))-l] X’. 
Substituting 
x1 = X{(XX)-l/2}‘, 
B, = {(X’X)l’2}‘(X’Z-1X)-1(x’X)1/2 = (X;,FX,)-1, 
and 
B, = (x’X)-1’2 X’,iTX{(x’x)-1’2}’ = x;z%Yl , 
we can write the above equation as 
(B, - B,)-’ B2B;lX;Z + B,(B, - B,)-’ B,X;2? = AX;, (2.6) 
where X:X1 = I,. and A = (BI - B,)-1B2 + B,(B, - B,)-1. Premultiplymg 
and postmultiplying (2.6) by B,B,l(B, - B,) and ZXI , respectively, we obtain, 
after some simplifications, 
X;Z”X, = B,B,lB,B, - B,B, + B12 
which must be p.s.d. Taking the symmetry into consideration, we get, after 
minor modifications, 
(BlB,1)2 - (B,B,l) = (B,1B,)2 - (B,lB,). (2.7) 
For the use of Lemma 1, f(x) = x2 - x. We may observe that the minimum 
eigenvalue of B,Bi’ is greater than or equal to one (see, for example, Bloomfield 
and Watson (1975, p. 122)) and hence the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied. 
This shows that there exists an orthogonal matrix A such that A’B,A and A’BJ 
are diagonal matrices. Replacing XIA by X2 , we see that XkX, = I, X&TX2 , 
and X.&Z-lx, are diagonal matrices, 
g(X) = 1 x2x2 - (x~.r1x2)-’ I/ / x;zx2 1 
and (2.6) reduces to 
(xpx2)-’ x;z-’ + (x;.zx2)-’ x;z = 2x; 
which has been solved by Bloomfield and Watson (1975) and Knott (1975). 
Using their arguments and Lemma 2, we get the required Theorem l(i). 
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For the proof of Theorem l(ii), we proceed in the same manner as above by 
taking g(x) = tr{(X’ZX)-l(A(X))} and in place of (2.6), we get 
B;lB,B;lX;Z + B,B;lB,X;,F1 = (B;lB2 + B,B;‘)X; . (2.8) 
Then, in place of (2.7), we get 
(B,B;1)-3(B,B;1 - I) = (B,lB, - I)(B;1B,)-3. (2.9) 
For the use of Lemma l,f(x) = x3(x - 1). Lety, and ys (<yJ be two distinct 
eigenvalues of B.&l. Then, let us suppose, if possible, f(l/yr) = f(l/y,) and 
this will be possible if 
Y12 + Y22 + YlY2 = Yl + Y2 * (2.10) 
The solution of y2 given yr is 
or 
2Y2 = 1 - Yl + [Cl + 3YN - YJ”” 
(2.11) 
2Y2 = 1 - Yl - [Cl + 3Ydl - Y1W2* 
From @lo), ylIy2 = (yl + y2 - 1)/U - yl) > 1 or y2 > 2(1 -A). Using 
this in (2.11), we find that (2.10) will be true if 
2Y2 = 1 - Yl + w + 3Ydl - YW”* 
Further, 2y2 must be less than 2yr . This gives 
((1 + 3YN - YW2 < 3YI - 1 
or 
Yl > 413 
which is impossible because yI < 1. Thus, (2.10) does not hold for the 
permissible values of the roots of B2B;’ (or B,B;l). Thus, the conditions of 
Lemma 1 are satisfied and we can find an orthogonal matrix A such that d’B,d 
and d’B,d are diagonal matrices. Then arguing as in the case of Theorem l(i) 
we get Theorem l(ii). 
For the proof of Theorem I(iii), we have 
g(x) = Pr~(~~%WF1>-l 
6831813-9 
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and in place of (2.6), we get 
(BLIB1 - r>-” B;lx;27 $ (B,B,’ - q-2 B,Xp = /lx; ) (2.12) 
where 
A = (B;lBI - I)-” B,lBl + (B1B21 - I)-’ B,B,l. 
Then, in place of (2.7), we get 
B;lB2(Bi1B1 - 1)3 = (B,B,l - l)3 BaB;? (2.13) 
For the use of Lemma 1, f(x) = (x - l)“/x. Let yr and ya (< yr) be two distinct 
eigenvalues of (B&i;l). Th en, let us suppose, if possible, f(1 /yI) = f(l/ya), and 
this will be possible if 
(YZYlY - 3(YlY‘J +Yl+Yz = 0. 
The solution of the equation for ya is 
2Yl”YZ = 3Yl - 1 + [PY, - qy, - 1)p2 
or 
2Yl”YZ = 3Y, - 1 - UYI - WY, - l)]l’“, 
which is imaginary for 6 < y1 < 1 and which is negative for 0 < yl < 8. The 
permissible region of y1 is (0, 1). Hence, the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied 
and we get BIB, = B2Bl. Then, arguing as in the case of Theorem l(i) above, 
we get the required result for Theorem l(iii). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let X, Y E .k( p, Y, s) and let 2 E .A@, 2t) be such that X’Z = 0 
andY’Z=Oandr~s~p-yaandp~~$-s+2t.Leth,,>X,~,~,+,,where 
A1 2 A2 z *-. > h, > 0 are the e&make of Z. Then, 
(9 inf SUP I BW, VI ze.uhw) x.Y~“ff(~.r.a) IX’ZYX) 
X’Z4andY’Z-O 
=Z inf SUP ,‘;!g, 
Ze”frh2t) XErK(9.d 
X’Z-0 
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(ii) inf Slip 
zuz(e.zt) X.YwY(p,5.d 
tr{(XzX)-l B(X, Y)} 
X’Z=oandY’Z=O 




= 1 {(h - L,,lY(~i + h+i+1))2; 
i=t+1 
and 
(iii) x yf$TD T s) Pr{(X’-Jw(W7 V-Y-’ > * 
X’Z=o andY’Z=o 




= i;+li(h + b-t+,)l(~, - L,,l>>” [ 1 -l > 
where 
B(X, Y) = X%Y(Y’LsY)-lY’ZX and A(X) = X%X - X’X(X’Z-lX)-lX’X. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 will be given only for case (i). The results 
for the other cases can be obtained on the similar lines. We shall establish the 
result (i) when L’ is a diagonal matrix D, = diag(h, , A, ,..., A,), A, > A, > *.* 3 
A9 > 0, because if Z is not a diagonal matrix, it can be reduced to a diagonal 
matrix by an orthogonal matrix P, and the problem is unchanged by replacing 
P’X, P’Y, and P’Z by X, Y, and Z, respectively. We observe that the infimum 
over the whole space Z E A( p, 2t) is less than or equal to the infimum over the 
subspace Z = Z, , where 
If x’ = (Xi, Xi, X;), Y’ = (Yi , Y; , Yi), and D, = diag(D, , D, , D,), where 
D, = diag(&+i ,..., A,-,), then v, the left-hand side of(i) is given, by 
< I B(X VI v-. sup 
X.YErKh7.S) Ix’.EXI 
X’Zo=oandY’Zo=o 
I BW2 9 Y2)I 
= sup 
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Now, since the supremum over the whole space X, YE A!(p, r, S) is greater 
than or equal to the supremum over the subspace given by X = X,, and Y = Y,, 
with X, E .M(t + r, r) and Yr E .k’(p - 2r - 2t, s - Y). Note that 
I WXo > Yo)I = 
( 
I X;Du& I 
I X;D,X, I ) 
’ 
I X;D,,-K, I ’ 
where ui = hi - A,-,+r , vi = hi + h,-i+r for i = I,2 ,..., t + r, D, = 
diag(ul ,..., Us+,.), and D, = diag(v, , vs ,..., vt+r). Then, using Lemma 3, 
I W& 3 YdI/I X&Jo I 3 tc (%/Vi>” = ‘fi {(A, - L-i+d/(& + L+dj2. 
i=t+1 i=t+1 
Hence, 
VA > inf sup I 4Tl~ YrJ)l 
ZEdff’(ILBt) X0. Y,,with I X&X,, I 
X;Z=oandY;Z=o 
t+r 
2 n: wi - Li,lWi + b-i,l)>“. (2.15) 
i=t+1 
From, (2.14) and (2.15), we get 
t+r 
V = IJ {CA, - hs+t+l)/(Xi + A~-i+l)~2~ (2.16) 
i=t+1 
The middle equality of (i) follows from Lemma 4. Thus, Theorem 2(i) is 
established. In the similar ways, the other parts can be established. Thus, 
Theorem 2 is established. 
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3. SOME APPLICATIONS 
3.1. Canonical Correlations 
Let the random vector w be partitioned as w’ = (w; , w;) where wi is a 
pj-vector (j= 1,2) and p =p, +p,. Let V~&(p,,r) and WE~(~~,S) 
with s 3 r. 
If x1 = V’w, and x2 = W’wz , then the three measures g, a, and h for the 
dependence of x1 and x2 are given by 
g,(V, W) = 1 v’z1,w(w,z2,w)-’ w’z;,v l/l V’ZllV I, (3.1) 
a,(V, W) = tr{( v’Zl,V)-l V’Zl,W(WZ2,W)-’ W&V>/r, (3.2) 
and 
h,( V, W) = r/tr[V&V{ V’Zl,W(WZ2,W)-’ W’&V}-‘I, (3.3) 
where the covariance matrix of w is 
Now, it is easy to verify that 
’ 42 ---- . I 1 1 z22 
sup sup 
VErlyh$d tkfr’(!o,.s) 









sup sup h,(V, W) = r/i ey2 (3.6) VE”M(P~A WE.~~P~,d a=1 
where ~9,~ 3 0a2 > .** > 0, > 0 are the square of the canonical correlations 
between wl and w2 . 
Taking Vk = (V’, 0) and Wi = (0, IV’) in (3.1)-(3.3), we find that 
g,(V, W) = g(V,, W,), q( V, W) = a(V”,, W,), and h(V, W) = h(V*, WA 
(3.7) 
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where g, a, and 12 are defined by (1.8), (1.9), and (1 .lO), respectively. Now, using 
(3.4)-(3.6) and Theorem 1, we get the following inequalities 





When Y = 1, we get the result established by Eaton (1976). As a consequence of 
(3.8) and (3.9) for Y = 2, we get 
4 + 02 < (Al - &J@, + &-l + (A2 - AD&i2 + A,&1 
and using (3.8) and (3.10) for r = 2, we get 
3.2. Union-Intersection Test Procedures for Testing the Sphericity 
Let x be N(p, Z) and let there be n independent observations on x. It has been 
shown by Mallows (1961) that the hypothesis H(Z = a21) against H(Z # a21) is 
equivalent to testing the independence of two vectors x’x and Y’x where 
XEJf(P, r), YEJqP, s), and X’Y = 0 for every s > r = I, 2 ,..., p/2. The 
sample correlation matrix R between Xx and Y’x is given by 
R = (X’SX)-1/2(X’SY){(Y’SY)-1/2}‘, 
where S is the sample covariance matrix and (rr - 1)s is distributed as Wishart 
under HO. We propose to reject H&Z = a21) for large values of 1 RR’ / or 
tr(RR’)/r or r/tr(RR’)-l. If Zr > Z2 > ... > 1, > 0 are the eigenvalues of S, then 
using Theorem 1, the union-intersection test statistics are given by 
t, = fi ((4 - 4--d+1)2/(4 + Li+d2>, (3.11) 
i=l 
t2 = C Wi - Li+1)2/(h + Li+d2>/r, 
i=l 
(3.12) 
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and 
t, = r 
[ 




Note that the above three statistics are different from those given by Venables 
(1976) and this is due to the reason that he maximized v = 1 I - RR' I-l, the 
“likelihood ratio” measure. 
Theorem 2 can be utilized when we are interested in testing the intermediate 
roots, but we shall not express this explicitly. 
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